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When I Was a Boy 
 

Glassy blue crystals formed      dissolved      in water. 
 
But that isn’t all— 
single, lonely 
   seventeen 
 
I lay on a sheet of paper 
 
a ball its outside circle 
long out of sight. 
 
Because you remember 
I was responsible for eleven. 
 
I needn’t be lonely any more 
if I persuade the other atoms 
to stay together 
not satisfy a guilty conscience 
by giving up 
at least by giving away 
 
(they split apart 
go away              by itself) 
 
You can see               that each— 
 
some even more lonely 
had a great deal 
left behind. 
 
At the other end 
this stream is a current. 
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“When I Was a Boy” was created from Letters of a Radio-Engineer to His Son by John Mills (1922).  
About the poem and the process of composing it, Susan Kay Anderson writes: 
 

I looked at John Mills’ letters and chose interesting words and phrases.  It seems like he 
wanted to disclose more than radio information to his son.  As I read, I picked out words 
and phrases which spoke to me and wrote those down in an attempt to understand just 
what John Mills wanted to say.  I’m not sure it is in this, but I could feel an explanation 
about war that has no explanation.  As I read Letters of a Radio-Engineer to His Son, I 
could see how Mills leaves his project of wanting to speak to his son and just focuses on 
the science of radio technology.  It was interesting to me how Mills seems to be 
entertaining himself, too, in these letters, and I looked for those words and phrases that 
illustrate this. 
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